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Outline 
I. The Structural Modes   
 1.) Concept lattice of scale theory 
 2.) Well-formedness and algebraic combinatorics on words 
 3.) Example: Handel, Minuetto, Concerto Grosso op. 3/4 
II. Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
 1.) Filtered-point symmetry and quantization in voice-leading space 
 2.) Tonal harmony in triadic voice-leading space (Handel Minuetto) 
III. Harmonic Function 
 1.) Example: Schubert, Piano Sonata in C minor (D.958), Trio 
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Example: Handel, Concerto Grosso op. 3/4 
Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
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Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
Because of the 
maximal evenness of 
the diatonic, a  
7-equal scale rounded 
to the nearest points 
in 12-tET gives a 
diatonic scale. 
 




traverse the circle of 
fifths. From Douthett, “Filtered Point-Symmetry,” 2008 
Douthett’s Beacons and Filters 
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Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
A two-stage quantization 
(rounding) process 
produces diatonic triads. 
 
The first stage, rounding 
and even triad to 7-equal, 
produces a 7-equal triad. 
 
Rounding 7-equal triads 
to 12-tET gives a triad 
from the scale determined 
by the position of the 7-
hole filter. 
From Douthett, “Filtered Point-Symmetry,” 2008 
Douthett’s Beacons and Filters 
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Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
In Plotkin’s configuration space, each dimension tracks the 
position of one of the filters 
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Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
We can also understand the quantization as taking place 
in Callender, Quinn, and Tymoczko’s 3-note chord space. 
From Tymoczko, Geometry of Music, 2011 
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Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
Continuous “microtransposition”  
of the 7-equal triad (0  33/7  66/7) 
wraps around the space  
three times. 
Triads on adjacent strands are  
related by single-step voice  
leading in a single diatonic 
collection 
The three strands  
make a twisted 
triangular prism 
around the center of 
the space. 
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Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
The surface of the 
prism makes a  
toroidal geometry 
with the kinks  
smoothed out 
Each semitonal voice- 
leading (here F–F#) 
is a line that zig-zags  
across the space.  
 
from Yust 2013b, “Space 
for Inflections,” JMM 7.3 
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Triadic Voice-Leading Space 
In this simplified version of the space the augmented triads 
are squeezed out. It is a lattice of 12 × 7 = 84 positions.  
O e microtransposition axis wraps multiple ti s around the 
torus. There are twelve dia onic axes, one for each scale. 
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Example: Handel Minuetto 
Modulation to  
the dominant  
shifts one place 
to the right. 
The pivot chord 
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Example: Handel Minuetto 
The dominant of 
a minor key comes 
from three places 
to the right (from 
its parallel major). 
 
The sequence tours 
the space while the 
cadence circles the 
tonic. 
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The sequence tours 
the space while the 
cadence circles the 
tonic. 
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the space while the 
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Harmonic Function 
Structural Modes and their Scale Degrees 
The 3 degrees of the structural modes can be associated with the 3 tonal functions 
T, S, D (in the spirit of the motivating remark from Carey and Clampitt 1989) 
 
Functional Modes and Functions  
The embedded modes comply with Dahlhaus’s (1990) attempt to integrate elements 
of Riemann’s function theory with Sechter’s scale degree theory 
 
Functional Regions 
As will be shown by Jason, functionally indifferent chords are neighbors in the 
chordal/voice-leading spaces. This allows identification of functional regions. 
 
Functional Vectors 
The symmetric placement of the regions allows a geometrical interpretation of the 
prototypical(?) harmonic progressions 
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Conceptual Crossrelations and Transformations 
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Embedded Structural Modes 
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Embedded Structural Modes 
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Example: Trio of Schubert’s C minor Sonata, D.958 
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Example: Chopin Mazurka in F# minor 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Some principles 
• Functions are types of relationship rather than 
types of chords. Therefore a function is a kind of 
direction in the space rather than a region. 
• Functional relationships involve strong (not weak) 
voice leading  
• It is not necessary for functions to exhaustively 
classify all chords, or to be symmetrical. 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Some principles 
 
Dominant: • Includes lower neighbor to 1^ 
• Diatonic or sharpward 
Subdominant: • Includes upper neighbor to 5^ 
• Diatonic or flatward 
Hence: 
Dominant: A path down and rightward from tonic 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Harmonies southwest or northeast of tonic are unclassified, unless  
we add secondary relations (dominant of V, subdominant of IV) 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Surprising predictions: Dominant function in major 
includes the minor triad on the leading tone, V/iii, 
and the hexatonic pole (spelled as #v#5) 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Example: vii#5 as a dominant 
e: V# . . .            #vii#5  
Schubert: “Auf dem Flusse” Winterreise no. 7 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Example: vii#5 as a dominant (Lydian cadence: Machaut) 
d:    i    #vii# 36      i 
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Example: VII#5# (V/III) as a dominant 
d: V = Bb: VII#5#   
Schubert, Piano Sonata in B-flat Major, D.960, mm. 251–8 
Recapitulation (retransition to A' of main theme)  
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A voice-leading based concept of function 
Example: #v#5 (H) as a dominant 
Ab: I . . .                                             #v#5    (= H) –  –  –  –   I  
Schubert, “Fülle der Liebe” D.840 
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Voice-leading functions in D.958 Trio 
From V7 to V7/vi is a 
 sharpward parallel 
move, corresponding  
to the Eb → E  
chromatic semitone. 
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Voice-leading functions in D.958 Trio 
The bVII→ V7 retransition 
reverses the parallel move 
of the mode change with a 
Gb → G chromatic semitone. 
Although the parallel move 
is functionally neutral, 
The Gb and Eb chords are 
not functionally equivalent 
relative to an Ab tonic. 
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Structural modes as ME divisions of triad space 
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